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Since the neutrino It most commonly although not 

©delusively thought of in connection with radioactive 

beta decay# this seems th© best path of approach to this 

particle* k very comprehensive review article concerning 
1 

its properties has been published by Crane* 

It has long been known that beta rays posses# a 

continuous distribution of energy rather than a discrete 

set of energies such a#.moat other spectra possess* ®*s 
2 

well known calorimeter experiment of Ellis and Wooster 

demonstrated that th© absorbable energy liberated by the 

decaying substance corresponds to the average energy of th© 

beta rays* However it has been shown in several reactions 

such as 
+ e + V 

that tlie available energy® is s<pal to the maximum positron 

4 
energy within the experimental error. Since th© average 

electron (or positron) energy is about ©u©»third of the 

maximum energy# it is rather apparent that energy is not 

conserved. More graphic illustration of this point is given 
5 

in son® cloud chamber pictures of Crane and Salpem which 

Clearly show that energy is not conserved in the individual 

disintegration* 
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Conservation of energy la not the only law violated. 
s Shorwin hoe shown also ‘that momentum is not conserved. 

Knowing that the electron has one-half unit of spin and 

that the nuclei^*® involved each have one-half unit of spin, 

spin is not conserved in the reaction 

e 

It was the apparent violation of these otherwise 

valid conservation laws 'that lead Fermi to develop a 

theory of beta decay in which another particle, the neutrino, 

is emitted along with the electron. This enables the 

various conservation laws to be satisfied, However, the 

neutrino has never been observed to produce ions. This is 

explained on the basis that the particle is very light and 

has no charge and hence has very little interaction with, 

matter, 

There have been several previous attempts to detect 

neutrinos by the use of particle counters. On® such 

method, very similar to the one which the author has used, 
jflk 

was that of Hahraias* ' He used a Selger counter filled 

with air at on© atmosphere*1 pressure In an attempt to detect 

neutrinos from five curies of radius. He used a large 

thickness of lead to eliminate the gamma- rays given off by 

the radium sample. He was able to set an upper limit on 
m%Q 

idle neutrino cross section in air of 10 sq» cm. per 

atom* 



Another cross section experiment was performed by 
11 Wollan' st 0@k Ridge la the vicinity of the atomic pile* 

He used, two balanced ion chambers containing methane and 

argon to measure the cross section in hydrogen* He con» 
apllO eluded this cross section to be less than 2 x 10 sq.cm, 

per atcm* 
1 

Crane has attempted to set a limit on the possible 

cross section by considering tbs heating effect of 

neutrinos from the sun on the earth’s temperature gradient* 

For the tenperature gradient he used a value measured by 
12 

Benfleld in an oil veil* Crane’s conclusion was that 

the neutrino cross section per atom could rot be in the 

range 10*^ bo 10~®6 oq. cm# per atom* However* Seafield^ 

has pointed cut that the heat flow from the earth is still 

in a transient stats and is probably only a small fraction 

of its eventual value. Hence Crane1# calculations ere of 

doubtful significance* 

In these experiments a Cadger counter was used in an 

attempt to detect neutrinos given off by tritium- la the 

reaction 
i-r >2He + e \V 

It was supposed that the neutrinos might suffer’ collisions 
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wltfo the electrons in the pis ot the counter# fhe mmm&~ 

tion was sad® that any collision resulting in an ion pair 

would giro a count# 

Actually two experiments were performed using two 

very different counters# One was a glass welled ccnnsroinl 

Counter filled with a normal pressure of neon and a quench¬ 

ing gas# fhe second was a bras® counter filled with twenty 

atmospheres of helium with a small amount of alcohol* 

The arrangement of the- apparatus is shown by Figure 1 

In an end view, fhe dimensions given are for the- brass 

counter) those for the glass counter and its lead shield¬ 

ing were soisewhat mailer# the- tritium, five curies in 

strength, was contained in two sealed glass tubes, each of 

which was packed in a separate cardboard container* The 

lead shield was placed around the counter to completely 

absorb the X-rays produced by the beta rays from the 

14 
tritium) these have a mxlimsa energy of only 17*9 kew# 

The lead also reduced the background. somewhat* 

Hie procedure was to alternately count with, tbs 

tritium placed alongside the counter for several hours snd 

then count with the tritium removed to a considerable 

distance for several hours* Many trials were made of both 

the gross counting rat© and tbe background counting rate, 

always alternating between the two.* Since it was found 

that tbs mean net counting rate was less than the probable 
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error, it roe only possible to set am upper limit on the 

cross section* 

Because no Information could be found on high 

pressure Geiger counters, it was necessary to do consider¬ 

able experimentation in the filling of the brass counter, 

A sectional view of this counter is shown in Figure 0* Him 

counter ms first filled with a mixture of half an atmos- 

pher© of helium and one cm* % pressure of alcohol« After 

testing, the counter was filled to a higher pressure, 9hls 

step-wta© increase of pressure was continued up to twenty 

atmospheres of helium, testing the counter after each 

Increase of pressure* The final filling of the counter was 

twenty atmospheres of helium and one cm* pressure of alcohol. 

Him plateau obtained was. rather poor* However the effect of 

this was minimised by using a regulated power supply* 

It was found that over long periods of time the drift 

of the zero set of the discriminator in the s@al.iag circuit 

caused fluctuations In the counting rate* Ibis ms remedied 

of amplification ahead of the scaler* 

Since cosmic rays formed most of the background it 

was thought advisable to males corrections for any fluctua¬ 

tions in their intensity* Him principal fluctuation is 

that due to changes in barometric pres aura. Him pressure 

was recorded at the beginning and end of each counting 

period, and the mean of these two readings was used as the 

mean pressure over the period* Corrections to the counting 
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1« 
vate were mad® using ■ data given fey Boasi* 

& estimating th® probable error, it was msmmd that 

the counting rate® were distributed on a Gaussian error 

curve* Given such a set of n equally weighted observations 

(%*%#***#%) the arithmetic mean IT la .given fey 

m 

then the standard deviation d is given fey 

n 
Z 
i-l 

(X,-xf 

rTH (2) 

*8hm probable error p is defined as the error of such a raagnl- 

tude that the probability of an error greater than p la the 

sane as the probability of an error less than p* ffeea 

P S 0.674S d, Cfe) 

However it smy happen that th® observations are not 

all of equal weight. Suppose each observation Mg has the 

relative weight w^* Then (1) and (0) becocio 

(2*5 
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BESULfS 

Data obtained using the glass walled counter are 

given in table I# the irltim eounfcing rate is that obtained 

with the source placed alongside the counter. Hie. background 

table I 

frifeitM Counting Hate Background Counting Bate 

lleoh,# flats in Counts leeh*o 7iiae in Counts 
counts hrs* per hour counts hrs* per hour 

610 27*46 22,24 486 21*87 22.22 
606 23*05 21.91 620 23,88 22.18 
m& 24,00 22.00 532 26*98 22*21 

1676 76*17 21.96 464- 10*78 21.97 
620 24*27 81,80 630 26*68 22.38 
629 24,03 22*01 I860 78*06 21*09 
467 20*82 656 24,18 22,12 

mean 21,98 wean 

d . 0*16 d a 0,1 4 
p • 0*001 P * 0«© 96 

21*98 4 0,09 eounta/hr* 22.15 | 0*10 ecmnts/hr. 

■^Ittoh count registered on the laechanical counter represented 
64 counts in the Geiger counter. 

rate Is that with the source removed to a considerable 

distance* In this case the tins intervals were very nearly 

equal* mad the observations were given equal weight* 

Formulas (1)* (2), and (3) were used in computing the prob¬ 

able error p. Ho correction was made for the barometric 



pressure because it varied, only slightly during the series 

or observations* 

The probable error due to the statistical fluctua¬ 

tion* in tii© counting rate Is given by 

p s 0.6745 /F 

where H s number of particles eounted* ' Thus the probable 

error is 0*4^ while that to be expected from the statistics 

alone is 0*1^. 

flic net counting rats- was (»0*17 £ 0*19) mechanical 

counts per hour# To set a limit on the cross section* it 

was assumed that any counting rate greater than 0.19 
**25 mechanical counts per hour (or 5*4 x 10 ion pairs per 

.second) could have been detected# Sen it can be said that 
**Si& the cross section is less than 5 x 10 so* m* per atom* 

this value was calculated as follows! 

X * Dfos cr¬ 

iers R m mt counting rate of the Qslgsr counter, 

D * number of disintegrations per second* 

f » fraction of the solid angle extended by the counter* 

n • uueber of atoms per cubic cm** 

s * mean path length through counter, 

and cr~ * cross section per atom* . 

Knowing the source to be of 5 curies strength* D can 

be calculated* The fraction of solid angle was estimated 
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f*<M the geometry. To calculate % the filling of the 

counter was oamased to bo one-fourth of an atmosphere of 

&©on, This was tahen to bo about twice its# actual pressure 

of noon in order to allow for the quenching gas. Finally 

a can be calculated from the dimeter of the counter* Then 

B • § X 8.7 * l©10 « 1.8 x 10U 

f • 1/20 
6 X Kfl* at 0.9 

a # 'sTlPx 4 ’ 

« • ^~x 1.5 m 1*2 

m 8*1 x 10m 

Knowing R is less than 5*4 x 10 ion pairs par second, 

8*4 x I©**3 X 99 

<5 x 10 eq* on. per atm. 

However the cross section per electron would sews to 

be more significant then the areas section per ate®. Of 

course the cross section probably varies with the binding 

energy of each electron* The maximum possible energy that 

an electron could be given is about 1.5 teev, and any 

electron could possibly suffer an ionising collision* The 

probable energy would be much less than this value. As an 

approxbaatlon it was assessed that eight electrons would be 

effective in scattering.* This gives 

0"<6 x 10*33 m* **♦: P©r electron. 



fh© brass walled counter was constructed to order to 

obtain a greater density or scatters?* The results obtained 

With this counter are giren to fsfelea II and III* In ean- 

penaattog for the fluctuation of barorsetrie pressure# all 

fable II 

Tritium Counting Rate 

Ho# ®J5N& Tim© Pressure Counting ©flurtp# 
counts to win* pressure ©err* rate Q# It* 

0600 39© 76*22 -0*17 29.66 29,59 
17823 605 76*79 0.16 29*56 29.72 
11919 403 76*47 -0*02 29.58 29*56 
18183 449 76*03 -0*24 29*37 29.13 
14264 479 76*18 -0*19 29*1© 28.91 
3910 309 76*47 -0*02 20.84 28,82 

1678© 532 76*35 -0*09 29,57 29.48 
19839 639 76*35 -0*09 28*66 28,57 
7515 263 76*46 -0*03 28.57 28.54 
14193 496 76*79 0*16 28*61 28,77 
17528 606 76*61 0.05 28*91 28*96 
10239 35© 76*25 -0*15 29*23 29,10 
26280 095 76*3© —0*12 29*43 29*31 
17618 604 76*04 —0*28 29.17 28*89 
20157 @96 75*63 -0*48 28*96 28*48 
9383 514 74*93 —0*07 29.88 28*99 

14494 501 75*45 -0*60 23.93 28.33 
18600 055 75.39 -0,35 28*58 28,23 

wan. 28.95 

a * 

f * 

0*45 

o ,m 

28*95 4 0,31 counts/feiin. 

^Counts on Geiger senator 

counting rates were corrected to 7S.S cm. pres ware. At this 



pressure the counting rate varies by 2£ par cm. Hg* Formulas 

{!*)* (2* )* and (3) were used In computing the probable error 

P* fhe period of time over whleh each counting rate was 

taken was need aa the weighting factor W|* ®be net counting 

rate with the braes counter was (-0.17 ± 0*65) ion pairs per 

minute* The probable error obtained above is l*2^f while 

that to be expected from the statistics alone is 0*13^. 

Tible in 
Background Counting late 

Ho* of# lean. Pressure Counting Corr* 
counts in sal*** pressure 'WWSP#- rate 6* 8* 

20Q28 690 76*29 -0*12 29.88 99*73 
12520 422 75*46 -0.05 29*69 29*66 
14506 482 76*67 0*09 29*68 W7 mw0.f f 
18842 641 76*55 -0,10 29*59 29.29 
15495 525 75.94 -0*50 28.95 28.62 
14775 501 70*41 -0.07 29,49 29,42 
15285 525 76*50 0.00 29*22 29*22 

275 76*25 -0*17 29*06 28*89 
15641 466 76*58 -0*08 29*27 29*19 
10915 650 76*76 0*15 28.50 28*65 
12640 451 76*71 0*11 29.19 29.50 
11179 m£o ' 76.55 -0*09 28*96 28*87 
18064 605 76.52 -0*11 29*96 29*85 
17466 609 70.24 -0*17 28.68 28.51 
5411 185 75.85 -0.58 29*57 29,19 

14112 470 75*28 -0,70 29.52 28*82 
1276© 442 75.55 -0,57 28.87 28*50 
10920 580 76*05 -0.28 28*74 28*46 

mean 29,12 

d * 0, 
P * © 

*50 
*54 

29* 12 £ 0.34 counts/min. 

^Counts on Geiger counter 
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It can be assumed that any counting rate greater 

tbaa 0.65 Jen pairs per minute (or 0.011 ion pairs per 

second) could have been detected, being 

D « 1*8 X 1Q1X 

6 z 10^ x 0.9 x m . „ _ .^20 
• • «*u X 19 

2.2 x 10® 

® • X 4*6 a 6*6 

cr< 
1.1 x ir*g x 29 

1.8 x 1#* X 4.9 x 10#* X 8*8 

°'<fl x l®"'*®4 at* cm. per ateai* 

Since helium has two equivalent electrons* 

CT< 4 x 10“^* at* an* per electron, 

the negative results of .an experiment such as this 

do net have any very great significance since one of tbs 

fundamental properties of neutrinos is their very mall 

interaction with matter* Positive results would* of soups** 

be quite significant* 

It would ssss possible to place a still smaller limit 

on the cross section if desired. One- means of doing this 

would be to surround the source with Geiger counters rather 

than using a single one* this could result in improving 

the solid angle by at least a factor of ten. It might be 

possible to Improve the counter filling also* Still another 

improvement might be the use of a stronger source. In 
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particular the experiment might be performed in the 

vicinity of an atomic pile, fhla could require very heavy 

shielding, but, using Wollaa*#^ data, could aak* available 

1G a neutrino flux of 8 x 10 neutrinos per sq* cm, per 

seeond, fhe flux available in the present experiment was 

4 x 10s neutrinos per sq« cm. per second, A large bank of 

Geiger counters might be used in an experiment near a pile 

in order to increase the amount of acatterer# 
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